Let A(z) be a transcendental entire function and /,, f 2 be linearly independent solutions of y" + Ay = 0.
Introduction
Since 1982 there have been many efforts in order to settle the following conjecture of Bank and Laine [1] :
Let A(z) be a transcendental entire function of finite order which is not an integer, and let /j and f 2 be two linearly independent solutions of y" + A(z)y = 0.
(1.1) 77ien max {AM), A(/ 2 )} = oo.
Here X(f) is the exponent of convergence of the zero sequence of / They proved the above conjecture in [1] if the order of A, denoted by p(A), is strictly less than \. We note that the order of any solution / to (1.1) must be infinite. Around 1984-5, Rossi [14] and Shen [15] proved independently that the conjecture also holds when p{A)=\.
From (1.1), it is elementary that for any non-zero complex number q, say, we have as r->oo where AT(r,(l//)) is the counting function which counts how many times that /(z) = 0 in \z\^r (See Section 2 for more details).
On the other hand, in a series of papers by Bank, Laine and Langley ([3-6] ), in which they considered problems when A(z) has some growth conditions and obtained the desired conclusion. Noticeably they proved: Theorem A [3] . Let 
for each j , B,(z) is an entire function, not identically zero, of order p(Bj)<dj. Then if / j and f 2 are two linearly independent solutions of (l.l), we have max {l(fi), A(/ 2 )} = oo. The same conclusion holds for the equation where P(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that n + 2<2p(A) = 2maXj(dj).
In fact, the above theorem is a consequence of: Then, if f t and f 2 are two linearly independent solutions of (1.1), we have
Theorem B [3]. Let A(z) be a transcendental entire function of p(A) < oo with the following properties: there exists a set HQR of measure zero such that for each 8$H either (i)
'
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With some stronger hypotheses, similar results were also proved for higher order equations, we refer the readers to [4] , [5] and [6] .
We note that Theorems A and B are sharp in certain senses, and we shall return to this problem later. To this end we also mention that if p is a positive integer or oo, then there exists an entire function A(z) of order p such that (1.1) possesses two linearly independent solutions each having no zeros (see [2, Theorem A]).
Definitions and notation
Let {a n } be a sequence of non-zero complex numbers whose moduli tending to infinity. Then the exponent of convergence of zeros of / is defined as the non-negative number is the counting function of / Here n(t) denotes the number of poles of / in \z\ ^ t and log a = max {0, log a).
The order of a meromorphic function / in C is defined as lim^^logTfo/Vlogr and the deficient value of / at a e C is defined by We also define and LLD(F) = lim to be respectively the upper and lower logarithmic densities. Note that ULD(/) = 1=LLD(/) and ULD(F) = 1-LLD(/\F).
Main results
We consider the equation (1.1) where A(z) is transcendental entire which has growth conditions similar to those of e F where P is a polynominal as in Theorems A or B, such that the same conclusion will hold. Some results of Edrei and Fuchs suggest that for entire function A(z), if A(z) omits 0 'too often', for example if it has Nevanlinna deficiency 8(0, A) = I or N(r,0) = o(T(r, A)), then A(z) behaves like e p in certain sections of large annuli in the complex plane. In fact, they found for r sufficiently large, where c{r) may diverge. Theorem 1 below is proved precisely under these hypotheses, whereas Theorem 2 is less obvious. The case when p(A) = 1 and P(z) = const, in the theorem is somewhat exceptional and is also a sharp condition in this sense. This is shown by the following theorem. All these examples show that Theorem 1 is sharp. has two linearly independent solutions / j and f 2 such that A(/ x )^ 1 and A(/ 2 )^ 1.
Actually they later showed that Hfi)= 1 = A(/ 2 ) where q is 3^1 [4] . The converse of Theorem C is also essentially true [3] . On the other hand Langley proved: Theorem D. [13] . Let P(z) be a non-constant polynomial, and a e C . Then every non-trivial solution of
It is the fundamental theorem of Nevanlinna that asserts any meromorphic function /(z) must satisfy £u e e <5(a, / ) ^ 2, and Xoec <5( a >/) = 1 for entire function where C = C u {oo}. Again in [8] 
Preliminaries for functions with extremal deficiencies
We first note the following well-known inequality for an entire function A, '). we have
The portion of £f intersecting with the annuli Tj has a rectifiable length not exceeding a constant multiple of a.'.
Lemma 2. The collection of the exceptional sets Ej defined in Lemma l(iii) has upper logarithmic density zero.
Proof. Recall that each Ej is a collection of a finite number of discs whose sum of radii is less than 4e<5/x J+3/2 where 0<dj<l/e for all j . We let q = l o g r , 6 i w t \\ogrj
Since n is arbitrary we may let r->oo to obtain ULD (G)=0. Let Q i <6 2 <--<6 n <9 l + 2n be a finite sequence of angles, and let {r^} and {r 2j } be two unbounded strictly increasing sequences of real numbers such that r lj <r lj+l^r2 j, and r lJ+l -r l j #o(l) as j-*co.
We define, for a fixed a > 0, the following sets: for i = l,...,n, where H<=I is a set of r with upper logarithmic density strictly less than 1. Similar definitions also hold for P,, E (r u ,r 2j ) and P* e (r i j,r 2j ) with the same H. We shall assume, for the rest of this paper, that e is chosen so small and |0 ( -0j|>2e for i#y so that none of the regions Qt, e {r Xj , r 2J ), i = 1,..., n is empty. By using the above notation, it is not difficult to deduce from the above that: Remark. It follows from the proof above that if (4.12) holds for all odd i (resp. even) then (4.13) holds for all even i (resp. odd). Remark. The asymptotic paths appearing in (4.6) of Lemma 1 are the same as those in Lemma 4 (see [8] ).
Preliminary discussion and lemmas required for the proof of the theorems
The method of proof consists of investigating the growth of the function E: = f x f 2 where f x and f 2 are two linearly independent solutions of (3.1). It is shown in [2] that E(z) satisfies both where the path of integration is taken within the domain s/.
We require the following lemmas.
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Lemma 5 (Fuchs [9] 
Lemma 6 (Valiron [16]). Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order, then
, re[0,oo)\e.
Here k is some positive number and e is an R-set.
Remarks, (i) An R-set always has linear measure zero by elementary calculations.
(ii) In the course of the proofs below, it may be necessary to apply Lemma 6 repeatedly. Thus the superscripts k u k 2 ,... and q u q 2 ,... that appear in r* 
)\ g r*C(r)r,(r) exp (r,(r)(h + 6)), \F'i(re ie )\ ^ r*C(r)ij 2 (r) exp (t,(r)(h + 6))
for OeJ and r$G sufficiently large. for 8B J and r$G. This proves the lemma.
Remark.
Although the lemma has a fixed interval [a, b) for 9, the conclusion still holds if we consider a sequence [a,, bj) instead, defined on a sequence of arcs with radii {r,}, provided the modified (5.5) and (5.6) still hold.
Proof of Theorem 1
We shall sketch the proof first. We assume on the contrary that E: = f t f 2 with A(£)<oo where f l and f 2 are linearly independent solutions of (3.1). It is well-known [1] that 
T(r,E) = O(N [r,^)+T(r,
A
), we also deduce p(E)^p(A). Then we estimate T(r,£)=^-f* \$g\E(re ie )\d9
to yield a contradiction.
In view of the results of Rossi and Shen, we may assume that p(A) > 1/2. From Lemma 3 it follows that given e>0, there exist sequences of 6* £ (r lj -,r 2j ) and hence P* t {r lj ,r 2] ) for each i= 1,2,...,2p such that A(z) satisfies either (4.12) or (4.13).
We divide the proof into two parts.
Part (a).
We assume P(z) = 0. Now,
for a fixed re(r u ,r 2 j )\G where j^ji(e), say. Since all the estimates for A(z) in the Lemma 3 are asymptotically the same, it is sufficient to consider the following integrals only, and / 1 =0 for all j^j 2 (e). From Lemma 2 the exceptional set G (see (4.7)) of r arising from U J 6* e (''i i ,'"2j) n a s upper logarithmic density 0. We may choose an exceptional set arising from Lemma 5 with upper logarithmic density £, such that £<1. Also the R-set of r with finite linear measure such that (6.2) holds has upper logarithmic density zero. We may, therefore, be able to find a set of r of lower logarithmic density 1 -£>0 so that both (6.2) and Lemma 6 (and hence (6.3) and (6.4) below) hold simultaneously. In the rest of this proof, it may again be necessary to consider some estimates which are valid outside sets of r of finite linear measures, so that the integration (6.1) can go through. As they all have upper logarithmic densities zero, we can incorporate them into the existing exceptional set without affecting those parts of the proof. We shall not mention this fact again. Now it follows from Lemma 5 that Also by (5.3), any solutions of (3.1) can be expressed as (6.6) where the path of integration is taken within Q (+l e (r u ,r 2j ). We may choose z o = re m+t \ and hence 
(z-z o ) -±-](z-t) A(t)E(t)dt

Part (b).
We assume P^O and deg P = n, w^O. Given the same e>0 and with the same notation and arguments, we arrive at (4.15) and (4.16) for zeQJ,(r 1J -,r 2j -). Also we obtain (4.17) and = O[r» exp U log 1 T(r, E ) ) ) , j^ j g (e).
\E(re ia ')\
We may choose
C(r) = 0 h*> exp (e log^ T(r, E)\\ jZj l0 (e),
for some <j 3 >0, and (5.6) is satisfied. Now although the coefficients C t and C o in (6.12) of the equation (6.11) have bounds depending on the polynomial P(z), in any case it is true that they both are bounded by a constant multiple of r" + 2 for r (and hence j) sufficiently large and for n ^ 0. So we let Again e > 0 is arbitrary; letting e-»0, we obtain for re ie eQ i+Uc {r l} ,r 2] ), j^j^e) say.
Combining (6.2) and (6.4), it follows from (6.1) that T(r, £) = 0(r (n + 2)/2 +log r), n^O, for r e '^U j g^^j ,^) , J^Jn(e)-Hence p(E)<p(A), and this a contradiction, since p(.4)>l, n + 2<2p(A), and p(/l)gp(£). This completes the proof of Part (b) and also the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2
We only give a sketch of the proof as it is similar to that of Theorem , m = l , 3 , . . . , 2 p -l , such that |/l'(z)|<e" ( " / 2 0 ) T ( r " 4 ) zeif (m) and r sufficiently large.
Fix m = 1 say, and since e is arbitrary, we have for j ^ j e (e) that A'(z) satisfies -f |Re(djz")\ <log\A'(z)\ < -||Re(c>>)| < 0 for z£6* e (r lj -,r 2j ), and that ^C (1) as ./->oo (see [8, p. 287] ). Thus
